
Maistri: Hindustani for a foreman 
Sevika Sangha: Women's service group 

Themes 

3.8 QUESTIONS 

1. What picture have you formed of Kanthapura and its people? 

2. What is the significance of the Skeffington Coffee Estate in the overall 
account of the village in Raja Rao's Kanthapura? 

3. Write a short essay on 'Considerations of Caste' in Kanthapura. 

4. How successful is Moorthy in leading his followers in the satyagraha 
movement of the village? 
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4.0 OBJECTIVES 

The objective of this unit is to give you some idea of the following: 

C) The structure of Kanthapura. 
a The narrative technique used by Raja Rao in Kanthapura. 
0 Achakka, the narrator of the mvel. 
a The use of the Aga~ikatita elerrlent in the novel. 
a Myth and symbolism in Kanlhapura. 

For students llke you, it is important to know the structure ~f a novel that is 
prescribed for your study. So, first of all, in thls Unlt, we analyse the structure of 
Kanthapura for you. Next, we discuss the narrative technique that Raja Rao employs 
in this novel. It is an important element of the fictional art through which he 
communicates the story and his message to you. An important part of the technique is 
Achakka, the narrator, who tells you the story. Some of the other elements that Raja 
Rao makes use of are the Harikiltha, myth and symbolism. hi this Un~t, we -have 
given you information about all these important aspects of Kanthapura. 

Kanthapura shows Raja h o ' s  ai-listic skill in achieving a fusion of theme, form and 
narration in a literary form which is Indian and modem at the same time. He 
superimposes the Indian tradition of imaginative romance over the Western form of 
the realistic novel, and mingles actual history with mythic 'Purana' to create a poetic 
work in prose. K.R. Rao rightly points out: 

Kanthapura does not project the Indian spirit isolatively, . 

but as a living experience moving in time and space. 
The three levels of action in the novel, political, social 



and religious, are all related to a umfied concept 
of Indta both as a tradition and as a living culture, 
as a magnificent past to be rediscovered in the 

1 enormous present. 

In his 'Foreword' to the navel, Raja Rao dcscribes the book as a sthnlapurana, a 
legendary history of a particular place. He writes: 

There is no village in India, !?owever mean, that 
has not a rich sthalapurana, or legendary history 
of its own. Some god or godlike hero has passed by 
the village - Rama might have rested under this 
pipal-tree, Sita might have dried her clothes, zfter 
her bath, on this yellow sto~ie, or the Mahatma himself, 
on one of his many pilgrimages through the country, 
might have slept in this hut, the low one by the 
village gate. In this way the past mingles with the 
present, and the gods mingle with men to make the 
repertary of your gra~dmother always bright. One 
such storj fiorn the contemporary annals of my 
vil!age I have tried to tell. ( 5 )  

Let us noxy ;ry to analyse the siructrlrre of k'renthapura in the light of these two 
statcmenr,, orle of the author himself: and the other of his critic. 

Taking si.\ theaauthor's statement first, on the very openirig pages of the novel, Raja 
Rao crea;es a distinstiie sense of the village Karzthirpura. He situates it in a special 
location iri the Westerrn Ghats. suno~nded by several hills and skirted by a river. The 
ivnidi:~g soa.cl passing through it cmneGts it with the trade and commerce of the 
region. It brixgs the coolies to the Skeffington Coffee Estzte, the Congress volunteers 
from the ,;:!.I., k? the village, and in their wake the formidable police force that causes 
havoc r! 'md. :he places. ?'he mood for the I'uranic coiltent of the novel is also sct at 
the very ::f::set. iiaough the ~arratlon of the ltgerid of Goddess Kencham~na of the 
hill. Ah- r  this virtaal invocation to the goddess, her name.is repeated again and again 
through tkic novel. At all times of trouble, thc viilagers turn to Kenchamma to come 
to their rr-.sLue, as she o;xz did in the remotc past. She is their powerful saviour who 
can oversorne even the most fotmidabic of enemies. 

In the truz Ir.diari (i-Yindu) tradition, myithg religion, politics and social behaviour 
mingle t;; pradiicil a sfhal~?pu..:~ria that Rzja Mao set out to write in the first place. 
Even a mum! l!ke Gandhi acqu!rcs the status of a saint and avatar. The Hariksltha 
man projects him as k i s h n a  desce~ldzd from heaven to destroy the serpent of foreign 
rule, and the viilagsi-s cai! him t)?e Big Mountain, one of their names for Lord Siva. In 
the same breath, Moitrthy is calied the Smz31 Mountain, and they hope the two 
mo~ntains will proteet them, AchziclKa, ihc narrator of Kanthapura, in a flowing, 
breathless style, tells the s~o1-y not as a h~story of events, but as the Puranic tale of a 
village, which, even as it is nearly destrr>yed. acquires the permanence of a legend. 
Thc events of the nsvel belong to the 5rst half of the twentieth century, but the 
manner in vhich they are described !eld them the flavour of an ancient epic, where 
gods and mortals ccme together in sublime action. Raja Rao's attempt at writi~lg a 
sthalapurana is not a fsilure, but a unique success. 

Now, let us turn to K.R. Rao's comment that the three strands of action - politics, 
society 2nd rehgicn - are wovcn tctgether in Knntizcpurc. No one can deny the fact 
that the novel has a political background. The central action of the book is Gdndhi's 
Satyagraha Movement and how Moorthy draws his community into it. There are 
many rekrences to Gandhi and his aciivities, to episodes from his life. and, in 
particular, to his famous Dandi March durlng the Salt Satyagraha. The villagers keep 
track of the march and celebrate ii by their own march to picket the toddy shop near 

I 

Structure and 
Technique . 



Kanthapura the Skeffington Coffee Estate. The social content of the novel is found in the inter- 
relations and mter-actions of the villagers. It is also found in the extended space that 
is alloted to the considerations of caste and how it divides the community into distinct 
groups. Moorthy is singled out for special treatment in this regard on accounr of his 
voluntary mixing with the untouchables. It affects his prospects of marriage though 
he is not keen on it. Since he is the unchallenged leader of the village, social and 
political strands of the action mingle in him. But when he follows the Gandhian 
method of rallying the common people for a political purpose in the name of prayer 
and religion, the three levels of action are unified to form the triple-pillared structure 
of the novel. Supporting the same view, Esha Dey writes: 

With the Mahatma's political programme translated into the paraphernalia of 
worship as practised in the Hindu religion, the whole political action of 
Kanthapura, generated by an avatar, an incarnation, has to centre in a 
temple, the temple of Kanthapurishwari. The election of the Congress 
Committee is preceded by a god's procession and devotional song. The aim . 
of the Congress has to be explained with an offering of camphor and coconut 
to the gods. It is right in front of the gods in the temple that the very vow of 
spinning, practising non-violence (ahimsa) and of speaking the truth, is to be 
sworn. 2 

A special narrative feature in Kanthapura is the relationship of style to structure. As 
S.C. Harrex puts it, 

A stylistic characteristic resulting from Raja Rao's 
rhythmic use of point-of view is seen in the way in 
which [he] frequently achieves a synthesis of conversational 
tones -- that of the narrator and of the characters in 
question - while at the same time preserving a 
sense of distinct individual rhythms.. . 
Raja Rao's often-used !eviathan sentences also 
contribute significantly to the structure of Kanthapura, 
and are in keeping with his'comments in the Foreword 
about the interminableness of the Indian story-telling 
style. Long sentences prove useful, for example, in 
transporting the reader to unfamiliar locality; in providing 
a sense of action, of diverse comings and goings 
and violent skirmishes; and in creating tangible images 
of the populatous variety of ~ n d i a . ~  

4.3 THE NARRATIVE TECHNIQUE IN KANTHAPtJR'A 

Raja Rao presents the story of Kanthapura as a sthalapurana in English, coloured by 
the regional idiom of South India. The narrative that he offers recalls a visionary 
experience. The narrator of the story, Achakka, having herself gone through it all, is 
reliving in memory an unforgetable experience of the heroism and tragedy of the 
entire village. Since Kanthapura is a novel of memory, Raja Rao freely uses 
reflection, dream, flash-back, reminscence and narration of inter-connected episodes. 
Rejecting the 'stream of consciousness' technique, he employs the local form of 
narration, which is a kind of non-stop, breathless style of story-telling. Starting with 
an account of the village and its surroundings, the narrator passes on to introducing 
the main characters, and straightaway plunges into describing how the Gandhian 
Satyagraha Movement came to the village and what repercussions it had on the 
village community. From the beginning to the end, it is a non-stop emotion-packed 
narration that is bound to touch the heart of the reader. 



Raja Rao's narrative art retains the native Indian flavour in spite of his using the Structure and 
foreign medium of Ecglish. The narrator has an easy manner of presentation without Technique 
being in any way -- uneasy, awkward or seIf-conscious. Her language suffers from no 
distortion even though it belongs to the Indian situation ancl absorbs the Indian 
manner of speech and gesture. The peculiarities of the nanative art are in tune with 
the cssnplexity of the experience that it presents. The captivating rhythm of narration 
may be noticed in the following description of the Satyagraha Movement: 

. . . day after day Revenue Notices fell yellow into our hands, and we said, 
'Let them do what they will, we shall not pay our revenues.' And the new 
Pate1 carne, and behind the Pate1 came the policeman and behind, the 
policeman the landlord's agent, and we said, 'Do what you will, we shall not 
pay, (206) 

That is how the indomitable and unwavering spirit of the satyagrahis is projected in 
an enduring narrative of the Indian experience. The reader of Kanthapura participates 
in the breathless action from the beginning to the end. 

Raja Rao's narrative art in Kar~tttupura consciously represents the reality in its 
descriptions of the setting. The digress~ons in which be indulges froin time to time 
help to fill the gaps in the story and also provide soine breathing space to the reader. 
In the detailed description of the S'keffington Coffee Estate, the elaborate digression 
on the Indian poisonous snakes is perhaps presented for the information of the non- 
Indian Western readers. I"me legend of (3eddess Kenchamma is, on the other hand, 
deliberately given at the beginning to set the tune of a sthalapurana. Through subtle 
changes in the ilarrative technique, from time to time, the focus of the novel is 
shifted, now narrowed down to the village, now broadened to include the whole of 
India. 

The distinctive touch of Raja Rao's techniqsle at the beginning of tlre novel is to give 
a wealth of detail about the location, the village, its various quarters, and the 
prominent people living there. Without wasting time over a lengthy introduction, he 
quickly draws the reader's attention into the activities of the villagers and their inter- 
relations. He employs a very intimate way of individualizing them by referring to the 
peculiarities of their houses, calling or maimerisms. In this way, the author fixes the 
reader in the living world of a South Indian village at a definite point of time. Take, 
for instance, the encounter between Pate1 Range Gowda and Bade Khan, when the 
policeman first comes to the village. Patel's expression of contenlpt for the policeman 
symbolically represents the reaction of an entire corr:.munity against the British rule. 

Esha Dey wites in this context : 

The same technique, embodying a general idea or ethos in concrete details, 
indiv~dual and telling, is evident in various happenings, usually habitual or 
common visits to each other, village-women's ineeting at river steps, their 
gossip and squabbles, nuptials and marriages, . . . . . . as well as expressive 
details of the mundane, perceptible real~ty .~ 

Raja Rao's telling of the story of Kantlzaptlra is at the level of a mythical plane. ' f ie 
continuous flow of the monol.oguie of the narrator is parricularly suited for 
psychological arlalysis of characters and their motives. The uninterrupted monologue 
initates the flow of speech, and helps to reveal the different levels of consciousness of 
the village community, ini:luding that of Moorthy. 

Raja Rao's narrative style in Kanthapur~ aceomodates descriptive and dramatic 
modes; thefeby he maintains the interest afthe readers and avoids monotony. In the 
words of S.C. Wanex, 



Snippets of dialogue serve to spotlight a character or attitude, while Raja 
Kanthapura Rao's adaptation of the traditional Indian story-telling convention justifies 

the narrator's tendency.. . to present Moorthy in terms of an [sic] heroic 
archetype - that of the saintly sage (from Sankara to Gandhi) dedicated to 
Truth. Another virtue of the discursive style.. . islhat political comment is 
seen to come spontaneously from the characters instead of appearing to be 
artificially imposed upon the narrative by the author.' 

It is evident that Raja Rao is quite successful in making his kind of Indian-English 
'an authentic basis for imaginative writing'. Kanthapura has a vitality of language 
and style which comes from the author's ability to put into practice the literary 
principles outlined by him in the Foreword of the novel. The appropriateness of his 
narrative technique is established by the life-story of Gandhi as told by Jayaramachar, 
the Harikatha-man, at the end of the first chapter of the novel. 

Raja Rao's understanding of the folk psyche and his skill in rendering this 
understanding artistically is a genuine quality of Kanthapura that has the appeal of a 
novelty to the Western readers. Quite easily, he mingles popular superstition with 
metaphysical institution to present the belief of the villagers in Goddess 
Kenchamma's power of intervention in human affairs. Their unshakable faith in the 
ancient sayings, and the relevance that these have to the present, project the idea of a 
hereditary fate. 

4.4 ACHAKKA, THE NARRATOR 

The name of Achakka, the narrator of Kanthapura, apears only once in the novel, but 
it is through her eyes and from her point of view that we see everything that happens 
in it. She belongs to the upper caste Brahmin family of Veda Sastra Pravina Krishna 
Sastri, and is proud of that fact. Her grandson, Seenu, and Moorthy are of the same 
age and inseparable like Rama and Lakshamana in the Ramayana. Therefore, she has 
a high regard for Moorthy and great faith in the Satyagraha Movement that he 
launches in the village. Being an elderly grandmother, Achakka has seen life in 
Kanthapura for a long time, and has a good deal to say about it. Being a devout 
Hindu who knows the Puranas, she has a good collection of stories from legends and 
epics, which she refers to again and again while narrating the story of her village. She 
tells the story of Goddess Kenchamma at the very beginning, and it is apparent that 
she has great faith in the goddess and her power of protecting the village community 
from all calamities. That is why she invokes her name repeatedly in the course of the 
narrative. 

Achakka is a garrulous old woman, who herself participates in the satyagraha led by 
Moorthy. No wonder, she narrates the events of the struggle with a sense of pride and 
a sense of achievement. Gifted with a sense of the past, she is a wonderful story-teller 
who, at once, grips the attention of the reader, and holds him captive as a listener to 
the end. Apart from her remarkable memory, she has a vivid imagination to be able to 
visualize what must have happened at the Skeffington Coffee Estate where she was 
not present. That is possible because Raja Rao employs her as his mouth-piece, and 
grants her the author's privilege of omniscience. After all whatever she says in her 
narrative is what the writer himself allows her to say. But it goes without saying that 
she appears to be an authentic and convincing narrator. This impression is 
strengthened by the way she telb'us little things about and interactions among the 
characters involved in the story that unfolds through her narrative. 

Srinivasa Iyengar discovers a consummate art of the narrator in Achakka's feminine 
touches and mannerisms, effortless rotation of the tongue, meandering sentences and 
massive paragraphs. He finds there is careful selection behind the artless abundance 
of detail that marks her narration. She does not divulge all the details about the 
characters but tells us only the essentials which are necessary for the development of 
the story. There is definitely a method in the plotless grandmother's tale. The 



narrative method of her tale demonstrates the style of a v~llage story-teller. It has all Structure and 

the familiar elements of the same: the garrulity, the use of direct address to the reader. Technique 

the language with its repetition and lengthy description. Even the opening words of 
the novel evoke this feeling. 

Our village - I don't think you have ever heard about it - Kanthapura is its 
name, and it is in the province of Kara. (7) 

Achakka is a dramatized first person narrator that is an established tradition in 
European novel. Raja Rao has adopted this tradition as a suitable substitute for the 
oral tradition of story-telling by a common man. The intimacy and the personal touch 
predominate the narration of the grandmother in Kanthapura. And it is not by chance 
that Achakka is the narrator of the novel. Raja Rao has made his choice after much 
forethought. It is evident from what he writes of the story at the end of the 
'Foreward' : 

It may have been told of an evening, when as the dusk falls and through the 
sudden quiet, lights leap up in house after house, and stretching her bedding 
on the veranda, a grandmother might have told you, newcomer, the sad tale 
of her village. 

S.C. Harrex rightly points out: 

The narrator is a physical and psychological presence 
in the the story, like that of the Harikatha-man, who, 
surrounded by an enthusiastic all-night audience in 
the village temple, retells the religious epics. Raja Rao 
employs a number of rhetorical devices to sustain 
the illusion that the reader is part of a live audience 
listening to the grandmother telling the tale of her 
village of Kanthapura.. . The narrator is a Brahmin 
and, accordingly, her perceptions and feelings derive 
from a tradition-oriented sensibility. Thus she 
is quite at home in the immemorial conventions 
of the story-teller. In her mind past naturally 
mingles with the present and gods with men, 
and so it is with proper and sincere reverence 
(as distinct from artificial rhetoric) that at the 
beginning of her story she prays to the village 
goddess, Kenchamma: '0 Kenchamma! Protect us 
always like this thou  h famine and disease, 
death and despair.. . ' % 

Achakka's personality and her art of rendering concerete mental impressions of the 
characters who figure in her story are a big draw to the reader. She is also endowed 

I with an imaginative fieedom coupled with a maternal compassion which comes quite 
I naturally to her. Achakka's compassion is all-embracing and it includes even the 
I vicious money lender, Bhatta, in its kind fold. The message that Raja Rao wants to 
1 convey is very clear indeed. In the Hindu society, the grandmother plays a special 
I 'role. She presides over the household, binds it together with love and authority, and 

also narrates stories to her children and grand children. Achakka plays all these roles 
to perfection, and that is how Raja Rao intends her to be taken by the readers. 

I 4.5 THE H A M U  THA ELEMENT 

1 Harikatha is a religious ritual that a devout Hindu is expected to organize or attend 

I 
from time to time. It may equally well be held at home or at a temple. As the term 
itself suggests, it is the telling of the story of an incarnation of Vishnu (also known as 
Hari) or any other god to the accompaniment of singing and dancing. Entire villages 



Kanthapura or communities participate in a Harikutha. It generates religious krvour, and earns 
merit for the participants. As in the rest of India, I3urilrztha is eqilialfy popular at 
Knnthapum. All the villagers flock to the temple when th.ey hear that a Marikatha has 
been arranged. 

.Jayaramachar is the fatnous FIizrikulAa-man. We has a special 1sa.y of doing the 
Harikatha. Somehow or othrs, he brings in :m element of Garldhian teaching into the 
stories that he narrates. While telling the storgi of Siva md Parva,ti, he s:ry:+ that Sirra 
is three eyed and Swaraj too is three-cyed, ref'cn-inp to the Gatldhian mersage of self- 
purification, Hindu-Muslim unity and K.hiacldar. The villagers of Kunthaptm had 
never heard Ilarikathus like this before. Since Ja.yaramachar could sing too, he keeps 
them rapt in tears for hours together. They tsan never forget the Hurikallz:~ he did 
a h i t  the birth of C3andhi, which is a fine example ofhaw tYte religious p2ank i s  
suitably used for political awakcccirn:;. 'I11.e psopk ~lpf I"i-dnnbliu~:r;a~ra find nu h a m  in tlm 
as both art: desirable ends. 

In his special Plarikntha, Jayaramachar recalls the ancient glory of India that 
produced such great kings a.s Asoka, Ctrmdragupta, Vihaxnaditya anti Akbar, and 
such sages as Krishna, Buddha! Sankara and Ran~anuja. Brit this very !and of the 
IIimalayas, Ganges and Cauvery is enslzvcd hy a nation of the Red-me:.! from * r r ; ~ . r ~ ~ s  
the seas. The rishis beseach Brahnlrt to do something to fret. the  atio ion frctxn f i~~e lpn  
bondage. With the blessings of a.ll the gocls, Bnere i s  ZICK-II i ~ a  a i8~1i iy  ir: C;qiaraE. & son 
sucli~ as the world never beheld before.. He i s  named MoRaxl6a.s xj?c! go\?is up to 
become Mahatana Ciandhi, who wages a rcientless fight again~t the serpent 12-ffi.jreign 
mle, and one day he will destroy it and bring Swasqj (~e:~-!ule) to India. Thtt police 
take Jayaramachar away after this Hnrzkar'ha, and he is never again seen ir, 
Kanthapura. His story of Gandlri is an allegory of India's fkeedsn~ str~sggle. 

Jayaramachar's story of Gandhi, apart froin ~ t s  appropriateness as a ,?$ariir~~fhca, also 
serves to introduce the pollitical theme ofthe novel. Being a true follotvcr of Gandhi, 
Jayaramachar dedicates his a1.t of narration to political education of'the comnlori 
people as also to h e  palblic e~tterta~inment. We gwes his sr:ories of rhc: gods a 
contemporary relevance that is amazing eve2 as it educates the illiterare .villagers of 
Kanthapura. Jayaramachar's recounting of the birth of Gandhi as a s.ym'PoPi., c saviour 

of the Indian people, and his pursuit of the chosen mission of eradicating the British 
rule in India, are politically effective ways of introducing Gandhi to the illiterate 
villagers in his role of the national leader of ledia. What Raja Rao implies through 
the Mnriiknthu is that if the peqle  of India, of ;rlt castes and creeds, are to accevi 
Gandhi as their chosm leader, he ought to he rclcvant lo them in the light o f  their 
inherited traditions and t-,elicfs, It is a ract d Indlafi history that thc Ganrlhian 
revolution spread in the lengtla andheadth of the country because tl~e great a~an's 
staunch principles evolved not mly fri~m ihrr haditio~ial wisdom, bat werc aiso 
presented to the 1Indair1 ma,sses in the acceptable f21-m of their ages-old la?itl.tdcs to 
life. 

Paranjape has this to say about the religious spirit of the novel: 

.K(znthapura is . . . imbued with a religiorls spirit akin to tl~a: of the Put-nxlns. 
An important idea which runs throirgh it Is that of ineaanation [whichj . . . is 
central to the ~uianas  .. . The avatar in this novcli is Gandhi, wkrosc shadozv 
looms over the whole book, although he is himself not a ch;irac:iicr.. 
Incarnation . . . extends into Karrthupura itself, where Nao~.il)y, wh;, 'lt.~?i!:r; I- 

revolt, is the local manifestation of (>andhi, and by implication of Tkiirlt ' 

4 6  MYTH AND SYMBOLISR4 

Myth is defined as an ancient traditional story of gods or  OR'S, cspeoiaI:y 0116' 

offering an explanation of some fact or phenomenon. It is a story or a!iusitara v.[i?;h, ;;. 



Syinbol, cn the other hand, is.an image which suggests or evokes an idea or Structure and 
conception. It is a nlanraer of representation in which what is given (usually Techni yue 
s0methir.g material or concrete) suggests, ttnrough as~oc~iation, something more or 
beyond (usually sornelhing inmaterial or sbsnact). In a poem or work of' fiction, 
these two figures appcar seyaratel.y or. together. Raja Rao's Kunthapura is a novel in 
which myth and syribolis~n rningle to lend an exclusive colour to the narrative. The 
main reason for this is that the novel is conceived and structured as a sthalapurnna, 
and myth and sy.~1nt)ol are unavoidable elements of the Puranic tradition. Th.e second 
reason is .Lhc nuthor's preference for using these elements as aids to his narrative 
techniqui:. 

Raja Kao ES keenly aware of the fact of individual experience having ~ t s  roots in the 
natlve tradition. Wk~e-nen he wrote kSnthl;.ptdrn, his object was to integrate his 
c~onsciousness of the past tradition with his experience of contemporary time in the 
tl~irties oi" the twentieth centuq. Therefore, in his nan-ative art there is a mingling of 
myth and realism. At the very beginilirrg of the novel, Raja Rao presents the legend of 
M.cnchamma, the goddess of the hlll, and raises it to the level of a myth. As the 
popular proof ofthe goddess having killed iiae demon of the legend, he points out that 
the earth rlcar the actual spot of the: killing is red. This eann.ot be accepted as a 
sciemrtfiur fact but only a.s a traditional myth in which the people of Kanthapura have 
blind faitla. Another belief arises fior~a the same myth, which is that Kenchamma will 
come to their rescue whenever they are faced with a calamity. Hence, they invoke her 
name whe,never they are in tsouble. 

Jayaramachar narrates Mahatma Gandhi's story asa  fi~rrikatlln, which is a deliberate 
attempt on his part to mix politics and religion, But one could go a step further in 
saying that ii is also a deliberate attempt at myth-making by Raja Kao. He uses it as a 
pow~r f~ l l  arg~~l?,c:nt in tgvwdr of the Beadershp provided to the Indian i~ation by 
Gandhi, lie a6.s:~ Garrdhi tct divine heights by con~paring hinl to Siva and Krishna. 
P.ikt: Siva's thee eyes, Gandhi's politiczl programme is three-pronged. And, again 
like Krislana, he goes from village lo village, slaying the serpent of foreign rule. The 
relationship existing be87,veen Ar-juna, the I'a~tdva prince in the Mulmbharuta, and 
Krishnn is duplicated by Mooreii~y, th.e disciple, arid Mahatma Grindhi, the m.nster. 
Gandhi's terichings have the ramc signifi'j:;an@e for Moorthy as the message of the 
Bizeyt~~udgita for Arjuna. Towards the end ui'tht: r~ovel, Raja Kao draws a parallel 
between the Katnarajya myth'and Gandhi's call for Swat'aj. Gandhi (in London) is 
Kama gone into exile to rescue India (Sita) from the tyrarmy of the British (Ravana), 
while Jawahar La! (Brother Hharata) awaits the retclm of his leader from the Second 
Round Table Conference. In this manncr, Raja Kao transforms facts of real history 
inlo myths that fill the imagination of the people s f  Kanthapura with hope arrd 
enthusiasrr,. 

Hesldes jndulglng ~r !  dellberatc my&-~~raking, Raja Rso also makes wide use of 
symlbsl.; En i"~i~ni1z;zp~rr.c. Whcn thc kilhgc leaders arc arrested b y  the police, the 
wcmen offa'cr~rthapwra fonn R 'Sevika Sangha' or women's group to fight the torces 
of oppression. At that tirne, they arc not ordinary helpless wornen, but manifestations 
ofllurga or' Slidirtl, thc de~rroyer ~f'doinons. Moorthy is Ciandhi's man or the symbol 
of Saty4graha; Bade Khan the pc~licennan 1s thc syrnbol of opprebsion; Bhatta 1s the 
symbol of false oilhodoxv; and Waterfall Vcnkainma symbolises superstition and 
blind tradition. Snn~vasa Iyengar adds to the list of symbols: 

'There is Range Gowda the symbol of sense and stolidity, a sort of Sardas 
Palel to hfoorthy tllc prillage Mahatarna. 'I'ht: river Hi~navathy is herself a 
Presmce, and the Cioddess Kencharnma of the Hill is a Prescalce too, the 
proteetoress of the people, the guardian of ~ e n t h n p u r a . ~  

Though nt is n o w t ~ r c  clearly stinted in Raja Rao's novcl, but Great Britnm, the island 
beyond the seas is obviously the Kingdom of Ravana. ?'he red colour of the British 
(the red-men) indicates the~r  violence, and the Skeffington Coffee Estate is a syrnbol 



of the impact of European industrialization on the Indian way of life. Thus, you see, 
Kanthapura how myth and symbolism are very important aspects of the structure of Kanthapura. 

4.7 LET US SUM UP 

In Kanthapura, Raja Rao achieves a fusion of theme, form and narration. He 
superimposes the Indian tradition of romance over the Western form of the novel. 
Kanthapura is structured as a sthalapurana, a legendary history of a particular place. 
The three strands of action - politics, society and religion - are woven together to 
form the fabric of this novel. As elements,of his narrative technique, Raja Rao 
employs reflection, dream, flash-back, and episodes. He retains the native Indian 
style of telling a story in spite of opting for the foreign medium of English. His 
digressions help to fill the gaps in the story. The continuous monologue of the 
narrator is particularly suited for psychological analysis of characters. Achakka, who 
tells the story, in her peculiar flowing style, is a garrulous grandmother of the village, 
interested in all the happenings, gossip and inter-relations of characters. 

Jayaramachar's Harikatha about the birth of Gandhi is a special device, through 
which religion is mingled with politics. We are told that the Mahatma is going to slay 
the serpent of foreign rule just as Krishna killed the serpent Kaliya. Jayaramachar's 
Harikatha is an allegory of India's freedom struggle. Apart from this, Raja Rao also 
uses myth and symbolism in Kanthapura. A significant myth is that of Goddess 
Kenchamma of the Hill, which is given at the very beginning of the novel. Gandhi is 
transformed into a mythical figure in the Harikatha. But the central myth in 
Kanthapura is that of equating Gandhi's slogan of striving after Swaraj with that of 
the coming of Ramarajya, the victory of good over evil. And, then, most of the 
characters in the novel are projected as symbols, which adds to the significance of 
their roles in the story. 
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4.9 GLOSSARY 

Invocation: 
Avatar: 
Dandi March: 

Calling: 
Mannerisms:' 
Garrulous: 
Omniscience: 
Consummate: 

Address in prayer 
Incarnation 
Gandhi's famous march to the sea-shore in Gujarat to 
the British salt law 
Profession by which someone is known 
Peculiarities of behaviour or speech 
Over-talkative 
Having all knowledge 
Perfect of its kind 



Meandering: 
Allegory: 

Long drawn out 
~~mbo l i ca l  retelling , 

4.10 QUESTIONS ' . 

1. 'The three levels of action in Xanthapura - political, social and relgious - are 
all related to a unified concept of India. Discuss the structure of the novel in 
the light of this statement. 

2. What are the mai,n features of Raja Rao's narrative technique in Ka~zthapura? 

3.  IIow successful is Achakka, the narrator, in her attempt to tell the story of her 
village in the context of the Satyagraha Movement? 

4. ' Explain how myth and symbolism are integral parts of Raja Rao's fictional 
art in Xanthapura. 

Structure and 
Technique 
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The objective of this Unit is to give you a brief analysis of the following: 

s Raja Rao's art of charactenzatisn; 
Moorthy, the central character; 
The women characters; 
Some of thc- other figures in Kanl1zapur.a. 
We also concluile our discuss~on of Raja Rao's Karrthapura, and provide you 
with a list of suggested books that might be uscful in your study, 

' Every novel is built rourld a plot, which is some action involving ;a number of 
characters. In the first four b i t s  of this Block, we have given you information oh the 
background, themes, structure, language and style of &h-nttrapura. What remains is 
an analysis of the characters involved in the action of the novel. So, in the final Unit, 
we shall give you a general idea of Raja Rao's art of charactetdsration in the novel. To 
illustrate that art, we examine the central figure of Rla~r thy  -his traits, strengths and 
weaknesses, and the impact that he has on the other characters. We shall also discuss 
the special significance of the women characters smce the story is nmated by a 
bornan. Sorrle light is also thrown on three of the other impsaant chaactws. With 
that we conclude our discussion of Kanthapurn and its various elements. 

---- 
5.2 RAJA KAO'S AKS OF CHARACTERIZATION IF- 

KANTHIAP~,TM --------- 

Everything in Kanthapura proceeds from the point s f  view of Achakka, the narrator 
of the novel, whether it be the story of the village or the political struggle in which 
the villagers get involved. The characters too are projected from the same point of 
view. Since Achakka is a respectable grandmother of the village, most of the mam 
characters of the novel are personally known to her, and she treats them as her 
children and grandchildren. She loves to describe them in familiar t m s ,  and has a 


